
Translating the subject: Computer Science 

What will you see in Computer Science Lessons?  
A Computer Science Lesson will either be Theory, Practical or Assessment (summative).  
 
Theory Lessons (working towards Paper 1 – Principles of Computer Science 1CP2/01) 
All theory lesson materials are distributed through Microsoft Teams through the built in OneNote Classbook for the class. Students will have been 
set a ‘flipped classroom’ homework where they watch one or more videos from the following theory lesson and produce a page of notes using 
either Cornell Notes or Sketchnoting or a blend of the two. This can be either online into a Classbook page using the provided template or on 
paper. Paper notes are then scanned by staff, ready for students to add to their Class Notebook. 
 
As a standard operating procedure, a low stakes quiz will take place in Socrative for retrieval practice with a mix of recently covered knowledge 
and knowledge from earlier in the course. The quiz will provide instant question level feedback and also point them in the direction of resources 
(online lessons) to improve on areas of weakness. Their individualised feedback is automatically emailed to their private channel in Teams so they 
can act upon it when convenient. 
 
The teacher will then engage a class discussion where the key points from the new lesson are covered (or delivered) for those who did not do the 
homework. Students who did not do the homework will then watch the videos and complete tasks in the PowerPoint workbook provided for the 
indicated slides in the lesson instructions before completing their notes in lesson. Students with completed homework will complete the 
PowerPoint workbook (using the videos if required), then complete any outstanding workbook slides before moving on to practical work 
outstanding. 
 
Practical Lessons (working towards Paper 2 – Application of Computational Thinking – the on-screen Python Programming Exam) 
Practical lessons are structured as ‘levels’, new topics in any one level follow an initial PRIMM (Predict, Run, Investigate, Modify, Make) structure 
and these are distributed to the students through the class notebook. Students complete all sections of these before moving on to further 
challenges where they can apply what they have learned, any of this work will be evidenced in screenshots and saved to the lesson page for the 
day. Scaffolding is available through helpful videos and cheat sheets (Python syntax). Students are encouraged to practice at home in order to 
release the scaffolding. 
 
The independent nature of the resources available allows students to push further ahead than the minimum pace in lessons set by the staff so you 
are unlikely to see all students working on the same work in practical lessons. Staff will keep track of progress through this work for students in a 
centralised spreadsheet. Where students are well ahead staff may set relevant further challenge work e.g. NEA challenges from other boards, 
Pygame programming tutorials to push the students whilst still applying the exam skills . 
 
Assessment (Summative) 
Assessments will either be written (theory) or on-screen (practical) and will either be scanned / screenshotted to place in the Classbook as 
evidence. Assessments for different levels of Python progress will use formats identical to the on-screen exam to maximise preparation for the 
experience including separate user areas, internet restrictions etc. Assessments for theory units will be for the whole class in the same lesson, 
assessments in practical lessons may be ad-hoc as students require them to progress to the next level. 
 

What will you see in pupils’ Computer Science OneNote Classbooks? 
 
All students have a private channel in Microsoft Teams where communication 
regarding the subject can take place. Within the class Team there is a OneNote 
Classbook where all subject resources are distributed and work by students is 
stored.  
 
In the class Team there will also be a number of posts highlighting things of 
interest for the subject e.g. class news, available free downloads, further 
reading / listening, growth mindset / character virtue push, T2 word of the 
week (replies with sentences using it in CS context expected), careers 
information (directly posted to the Team by Louise Laxton). 
 
Each student has access to a large bank of materials allowing work in lessons to 
progress and free access to it all at home to facilitate homework, catchup, 
work in pitstop and revision for assessments and exams. The classbook also 
allows each student to have what is in effect an online exercise book. Students 
will create a page for each lesson as either theory or practical and will either 
work directly in the page itself or create screenshots of work that is done in 
other applications e.g. the PowerPoint workbook for theory or in Flowgorithm 
/ Thonny for practical lessons. Assessments will either be written (theory) or 
on-screen (practical) and will either be scanned / screenshotted to place in the 
Classbook as evidence. 
 
Feedback for Theory work (mid-topic) is provided through Socrative emails 
from Low Stakes quizzes, green slips therefore are used for practical work at 
least once a half term, the green slip is electronic and will be placed 
electronically with the work being reviewed. 
 
New for Sept 2021  
All students will be given an A4 yellow legal pad and a purple stud wallet if they 
wanted to produce notes on paper. Depending on the lesson, students may 
have brought this in with their previously produced notes.(these should also be 
scanned 
 

What formative assessment will you see in Computer Science? 
• Effective classroom discussions 
• Tasks from the PowerPoint workbook which all contribute to evidence of learning.  

 
Retrieval practice in line with the Trinity High School Teaching and Learning Vision 

• Low stakes/ No Stakes quizzes in Socrative 
• Questioning techniques  
• Knowledge organisers based on key areas of learning for that particular topic.  

What is the department currently reading and discussing, and why? 
 
What we are currently reading / listening to 

1. How to Teach Computer Science – Parable, Practice and Pedagogy 
(previously titled Computer Science and the Hinterland)  

2. Listening to Base-CS podcast 
Why? 

1. The book sets out lots of hinterland examples by topic as well as 
acting like a ‘brief history’ by topic 

2. Gives a grounding on abstract data types such as stacks, queues, 
trees and graphs and makes links to areas of Discrete Mathematics. 

 


